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  attach imei-query-type imei verify-equipment-identity 

 tau imei-query-type verify-equipment-identity 

Or 

  policy attach imei-query-type verify-equipment-identity 

 policy tau imei-query-type verify-equipment-identity 
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CSCvg36262 Split the current MME-Decor related stats for TAU and Attach procedures mme 

CSCvh59780 Sessmgr restart in egtpc event handler path mme 

CSCvh67114 sessmgr restarts at function egtpc_validate_context_ack_rsp_evt mme 

CSCvh82217 sessmgr task restart during MME start Auth procedure. mme 

CSCvi06043 aaamgr restarted multiple times on srp switch-over pdn-gw 

CSCvg95957 Single instance of Bulkstat facility restart seen on active CISCO ASR5500 pdn-gw 

CSCvh67681 20% SM CPU increase when Traffic Optim is enabled with 100% heavy session in sin-

gle event perf test pdn-gw 

CSCvi06491 The default behaviour of diameter encode-supported-features has changed in 21.7 pdn-gw 

CSCvh64982 Planned SRP switchover followed by switchover due to BGP failure - aaamgr restarts sae-gw 

CSCvf32599 osd-compute reboot leaves CF in booting state:  EMCTRL_CARDTYPE_MISMATCH staros 

CSCvh54162 [ePDG] performing iftask restart is causing SF to restart on ultraM with servicemode 

as epdg staros 

CSCvh68111 The beakerd process has a memory leak staros 

CSCvh83313 IFTASK restarts due to a memory access fault staros 

CSCvh84131 defaut mcdma latency is 0 leading to inefficiency staros 

CSCvh99381 SDR cli output shows all Enaled/Disabled command at all times.  staros 

https://tools.cisco.com/bugsearch/search
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CSCvi63072 [EPDG] IMS registration fails, while ikev2/ipsec setup is successful on vpc-di with 

crypto HW epdg 

CSCvh52169 ASR5500 21.3.7.68293 - NB-IoT Service Reject by MME mme 

CSCvh74879 CIOT TAU failure with sessmgr restart mme 

CSCvh74990 sessmgr restart during service request procedure mme 

CSCvi00919 Option to have IMEI check for PTAU_ for NBIOT services mme 

CSCve12636 Wrong dl-buffer-duration sent by MME when DDN is received after PSM expiry mme 

CSCvi43759 Periodic TAU triggers IMEI check for NB-IoTdevice even when not enabled in StarOS 

configuration mme 

CSCvi71996 Multiple sessmgrs in warn state due to high utilization of memory pdn-gw 

CSCvh60054 Ultra-M Need QoS priority queue on DINet staros 

CSCvg71622 Sessmgr memory utilization is reaching more than 3GB. snx_add_mid_size_dbufs() 

utilizing high mem. sae-gw 

CSCvi51632 [VPC-DI] Temporarily isolating active CF from DINet causes chassis reload.  staros 

CSCvi85415 XFS Crash seen when disk is in corrupt state. staros 
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